Spottd
Short
Description

Spot, share and ask questions on interesting things you find around the You without
revealing your real identity.

Long
Description

Spottd is an android app to share interesting things you find around you in a whole new
way. Our users are called Spotters and everyone has a unique username or as we call it,
“Spottername”. This enables our Spotters to share photos without revealing their real
identity. With a considerable number of users, we expect Spottd to have photos on any
topic in the world as it's easier to share and group posts since all posts on Spottd are
connected to a single #tag unlike multiple #tags on other social media platforms.

Key
Features

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Share photos of any resolution or aspect ratio without revealing your real identity
Group posts by #tags (single #tag is tagged to every post on Spottd)
Personalised feed based on interested #tags
Unique User Interface that focuses on your interests.
Create and manage a Spottername and profile
Follow other Spotters around the planet
Reply to posts created by other Spotters and engage in interesting conversations

What’s
Diﬀerent

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Spottername is your secret identity on Spottd
No notifications which means a user is not distracted by the app
Only Email id is required to create an account and post on Spottd
Location, gender and Date of births are not collected from any user.
No Filters, eﬀects or Cropping out of any image to protect the originality of the
picture
Instant removal of inappropriate content

6.
History

Spottd was created by Suyog Eleyadath and Santhosh Kumar as an app to share
interesting content without revealing your real identity which later pivoted to a Question
and Answer based platform as they believe that it would encourage more people to ask
questions on strange things they find around them. Spottd is built considering every
negative impacts of other Social media platforms thereby creating an improved way to
share photos online. Spottd was launched on July 28th of 2020 as an open Beta version
and is open to any user willing to test and give feedbacks on the product. This model of
launch helps any user to work with the company, improve existing features and request
new features thus creating an app that a user really needs. We expect to keep the product
in an open beta state until we are sure that it is a product that is a necessary element
rather than an app for passing time.

Future

People post photos of random things from around the planet attached to a single #tag.
This helps us to group photos into their respective category unlike other platforms which
have photos attached to multiple tags. We believe that the single #tag system is the most
eﬀicient way to do this and expect to have photos of any object/place or living things on
the platform in 5 years. We expect people to find answers and photos on any interesting
thing people spot around them.

Links

Web : www.spottdapp.co
App Store: Google Play Store Link
Main Contact: contact@spottdapp.co
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